
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Art Curriculum 

Year 3 
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At Benjamin Adlard Primary School we value and are dedicated to the teaching of Art and Design Technology. We see this as a fundamental part of school 
life. We are committed to providing an ‘Arts Rich Curriculum’ for our children. We believe that by developing this, we can contribute to the quality of our 
children’s lives, both within and beyond school. We see art and design as a means to support learning in a range of ways. The skills that are developed in 

these subjects can be transferred across the curriculum and thus aid learning. 
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As a school and in accordance with the National Curriculum’s and Early Years Curriculum expectations, we aim to ensure that all pupils: 
• Produce creative work, exploring their ideas and recording their experiences 

• Become proficient in drawing painting, sculpture and other art, craft and design techniques 
• Evaluate and analyse creative works using the language of art, craft and design 

• Know about great artists, craft makers and designers, architects and understand the historical and cultural development of their art forms 
• Class teachers are responsible for teaching art, although there may l be times when professional artists/helpers will be involved in the teaching. 

We take every opportunity to develop links with outside agencies and experts in order to enrich our Art and Design provision. 
Some of the key themes will be Art based and at the beginning of each theme key subject and academic vocabulary lists are created with child friendly 

definitions. These are displayed in classes, revisited and then tested in low stake tests. This constant repetition of key vocabulary helps develop our pupil’s 
knowledge and understanding. The curriculum coverage is taught in a progressive and purposeful manner. The skills used in Art are assessed termly 

through the ‘Aspiration Map’ where teachers use their teacher knowledge and AFL to make judgements on age relatedness. The curriculum coverage is 
taught in a progressive and purposeful manner. Through our key concepts we teach progressive skills and knowledge across school building on prior 

learning and preparing for future knowledge and skill acquisition. The connection of the skills, knowledge and concepts across the geography curriculum is 
an important part of our Art curriculum implementation 
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Our children enjoy the self-expression that they experience in Art. They are keen to learn new skills and work hard to perfect those shown to them. They 
remain resilient and focused and the development of skills helps them to express feelings and emotions in their work, as well demonstrating their 

knowledge of artists and key skills. They will have worked with a range of mediums and developed progressive techniques helping them to create things of 
beauty. Children will be proud of their work and want to display it. 

 



Year 3 – Autumn 1 Unit 1 – Formal elements of art 

National Curriculum Objectives Covered 

• To develop their techniques, including their control and their use of materials, with creativity, experimentation and an increasing awareness of different kinds of art, craft and design 

• To improve their mastery of Art and design techniques, including drawing, painting and sculpture with a range of materials [for example, pencil, charcoal, paint, clay].  

Cross Curricular Links 

• Maths - draw 2-D shapes and make 3-D shapes using modelling materials; recognise 3-D shapes in different orientations and describe them 

Prior Learning  
 Year 1 Year 2 

Drawing Explore mark making, experiment with drawing lines and use 2D shapes to 

draw.  

• Formal Elements  

• Landscapes Lesson  
• Sculptures & Collages 

Explore drawing techniques, begin to apply tone to describe form, develop skill and 

control with a range of drawing materials.  

• Art & Design Skills 

• Human Form 
• Sculpture & Media 

Craft 
techniques 

Learn a range of materials and techniques such as clay-etching, printing 

and collage.  

• Formal Elements 

• Art & Design Skills: Printing 

• Landscapes 

Use a range of materials to design and make products including craft, weaving, 

printmaking, sculpture and clay. 

• Art & Design Skills: Craft: Clay  

• Human Form 

• Sculpture & Media 

Line Use, express and experiment with line for purpose, then use 
appropriate language to describe lines.  

• Formal Elements 

Draw lines with increased skill and confidence. Use line for expression when drawing 

portraits.  

• Sculpture & Media 

Shape Identify, describe and use shape for purpose.  
• Formal Elements  
• Art & Design Skills: Printing: Great Fire of London  

Compose geometric designs by adapting the work of other artists to suit their own 

ideas.  

• Sculpture & Media 

Tone Understand what tone is and how to apply this to their own work.  
• Landscapes 

Experiment with pencils to create tone. Use tone to create form when drawing.  

• Formal Elements 

By the end of this unit pupils will have had the opportunity to:  
Drawing Develop drawing skills by drawing from direct observation, applying and using geometry and tonal shading when drawing. Use a range of drawing media.  

Craft technique Use materials such as paper weaving, tie dying, sewing and other craft skills to design and make products.  

Line Express and describe organic and geometric forms through different types of line. 

Shape Identify, draw and label shapes within images and objects. Create and form shapes from 3D materials. 

Tone Develop skill and control when using tone. Learn and use simple shading rules. 

Progression through the art curriculum 

 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
Drawing Draw still life from observation and for mark 

making. Further develop understanding of geometry 

and mathematical proportion when drawing.  

• Formal Elements  

• Art & Design Skills 

 

Further develop drawing from observation. Draw using 

perspective, mathematical processes, design, detail 

and line.  

• Formal Elements  

• Art & Design Skills  

• Design For a Purpose 

Learn and apply new drawing techniques such as 

negative drawing, chiaroscuro, expression, sketching 

and still life.  

• Art & Design Skills  

• Make My Voice Heard  

• Still Life 



  
Craft techniques Make art from recycled materials, create sculptures, 

print and create using a range of materials. Learn 

how to display and present work.  

• Formal Elements: Texture and Pattern: Playdough 

Printing  

• Art & Design Skills: Design: Optical Illusions  

Create mixed media art using found and reclaimed 

materials. Select materials for a purpose.  

• Formal Elements 

• Design For Purpose 

 

Create photomontages, make repeat patterns using 

printing techniques, create digital art and 3D 

sculptural forms.  

• Art & Design Skills: Craft  

• Still Life  

• Photography 

 

Line Learn and apply symmetry to draw accurate shapes. 

Analyse and describe how artists use line in their 

work.  

• Art & Design Skills 

• Every Picture Tells a Story 

Extend and develop a greater understanding of 

applying expression when using line.  

• Every Picture Tells a Story 

• Design For Purpose 

 

Deepen knowledge and understanding of using line 

when drawing portraits. Develop greater skill and 

control. Study and apply the techniques of other 

artists.  

• Art & Design Skills  

• Make My Voice Heard 

• Still Life 

Shape Identify, draw and label shapes within images and 

objects. Create and form shapes from 3D materials.  

• Formal Elements  

• Prehistoric Art 

 

Create personal artwork using the artwork of others to 

stimulate them. • Art & Design Skills 

• Prehistoric Art 

 

Composing original designs by adapting and 

synthesising the work of others. Analyse and evaluate 

artists’ use of shape.  

• Every Picture Tells a Story 

 

Tone Use a variety of tones to create different effects. 

Understand tone in more depth to create 3D effects. 

Analyse and describe use of tone in artists’ work.  

• Art & Design Skills:  

• Every Picture Tells a Story 

Develop an increasing sophistication when using tone to 

describe objects when drawing. Analyse artists’ use of 

tone.  

• Every Picture Tells a Story  

• Formal Elements 

Develop an increasing sophistication when using tone 

to describe objects when drawing. Analyse artists’ use 

of tone.  

• Every Picture Tells a Story 

 • Formal Elements 

Key knowledge acquired throughout this unit Key skills acquired throughout this unit 

• I know that the points, lines, shapes and space that make up simple 
2d and 3d shapes are known as geometry.  

• I know how to blend and manipulate wire to create an object.  

• I know that when shading I need to blend tones gradually.  

• I know man-made objects consist of straight lines. 

• I know natural objects are formed usually from wavy lines.  

• I know that tone refers to the light and dark areas of an object.  

• Develop drawing skills by drawing from direct observation, applying and using geometry and tonal shading when drawing.  

• Use a range of drawing media. 

• Increase skill and control when painting.  

• Apply greater expression and creativity to own paintings. 

• Use materials such as paper weaving, tie dying, sewing and other craft skills to design and make products. 

• Increase awareness and understanding of mixing and applying colour, including use of natural pigments. Use aspects of colour such 

as tints and shades, for different purposes 

• Further develop their ability to describe 3D form in a range of materials, including drawing 

• Express and describe organic and geometric forms through different types of line. 

• Develop skill and control when using tone.  

Subject knowledge and teaching guidance 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key Assessments 

• Can pupils draw a 3d shape using 2d shapes? 

• Can pupils successfully bend wire to follow a simple template? 

• Can pupils shade the shapes with a reasonable degree of accuracy and skill following the four shading rules? 

• Can pupils shade from light to dark with a reasonable degree of accuracy? 

Key vocabulary and definitions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Medium Term Planning 

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 

To recognise and draw simple geometric 
shapes found in everyday objects. 

To recognise and apply 
geometry when drawing.  

To create and form shapes using 
soft modelling wire.  

To apply even layers of pencil toning 
when shading. 

To show tone by shading.  

 
 



 

Year 3 – Autumn 2 Unit 2 – Art and Design Skills 

National Curriculum Objectives Covered 

• Pupils should be taught to develop their techniques, including their control and their use of materials, with creativity, experimentation and an increasing awareness of different 

kinds of art, craft and design 

• To develop a wide range of Art and design techniques in using colour, pattern, texture, line, shape, form and space.  

• To know about great artists, architects and designers in history. 

• To create sketch books to record their observations and use them to review and revisit ideas. 

• To improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing, painting and sculpture with a range of materials [for example, pencil, charcoal, paint, clay]. 

Cross Curricular Links 

• Maths - Compare and classify geometric shapes, including quadrilaterals and triangles, based on their properties and sizes 

• Maths - Identify lines of symmetry in 2D shapes presented in different orientations 

• Maths - Complete a simple symmetric figure with respect to a specific line of symmetry 

Prior Learning 
 Year 1 Year 2 

Drawing Explore mark making, experiment with drawing lines and use 2D shapes 

to draw.  

• Formal Elements  

• Landscapes Lesson  
• Sculptures & Collages 

Explore drawing techniques, begin to apply tone to describe form, develop skill and 

control with a range of drawing materials.  

• Art & Design Skills 

• Human Form 
• Sculpture & Media 

Painting Develop skill and control when painting. Paint with expression.  

• Art & Design Skills: Painting: Colour Mixing  

• Landscapes using different media 

• Landscapes 

Further improve skill and control when painting. Paint with creativity and expression.  

• Art & Design Skills  

• Sculpture & Media 

Craft 
techniques 

Learn a range of materials and techniques such as clay-etching, printing 

and collage.  

• Formal Elements 

• Art & Design Skills: Printing 

• Landscapes 

Use a range of materials to design and make products including craft, weaving, 

printmaking, sculpture and clay. 

• Art & Design Skills: Craft: Clay  

• Human Form 

• Sculpture & Media 

Colour Remember the primary colours and how to mix them to create 
secondary colours. Create shades of a colour and choose and 
justify colours for purpose.  
• Formal Elements 
• Art & Design Skills  

• Landscapes 

Mix, apply and refine colour mixing for purpose using wet and dry media. Describe their 

colour selections.  

• Formal Elements 

• Sculpture & Media 

 

Form Learn about form and space through making sculptures and developing 

language.  

• Art & Design Skills: Experimenting with Media  
• Sculptures & Collages 

Extend their practical ability to create 3D sculptural forms and begin to understand how 

to represent form when drawing.  

• Human Form 

Line Use, express and experiment with line for purpose, then use 
appropriate language to describe lines.  

Draw lines with increased skill and confidence. Use line for expression when drawing 

portraits.  



• Formal Elements • Sculpture & Media 

Tone Understand what tone is and how to apply this to their own 
work.  
• Landscapes 

Experiment with pencils to create tone. Use tone to create form when drawing.  

• Formal Elements 

By the end of this unit pupils will have had the opportunity to:  
Drawing Develop drawing skills by drawing from direct observation, applying and using geometry and tonal shading when drawing. Use a range of drawing 

media.  

Craft technique Use materials such as paper weaving, tie dying, sewing and other craft skills to design and make products.  

Painting Increase skill and control when painting. Apply greater expression and creativity to own paintings. 

Colour Increase awareness and understanding of mixing and applying colour, including use of natural pigments. Use aspects of colour such as tints and 

shades, for different purposes. 

Form Further develop their ability to describe 3D form in a range of materials, including drawing.  

Line Express and describe organic and geometric forms through different types of line. 

Tone Develop skill and control when using tone. Learn and use simple shading rules. 

Progression through the art curriculum 

 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 

Drawing Draw still life from observation and for mark 

making. Further develop understanding of 

geometry and mathematical proportion when 

drawing.  

• Formal Elements  

• Art & Design Skills 

 

Further develop drawing from observation. Draw 

using perspective, mathematical processes, design, 

detail and line.  

• Formal Elements  

• Art & Design Skills  

• Design For a Purpose 

 

Learn and apply new drawing techniques such as 

negative drawing, chiaroscuro, expression, sketching and 

still life.  

• Art & Design Skills  

• Make My Voice Heard  

• Still Life 

 
Painting Develop skill and control when painting. Paint 

with expression. Analyse painting by artists.  

• Art & Design Skills 

• Every Picture Tells a Story 

Control brush strokes and apply tints and shades 

when painting. Paint with greater skill and 

expression.  

• Formal Elements 

• Art & Design Skills 

Paint with greater skill and control, applying tonal 

techniques and more complex colour theory to own work.  

• Art & Design Skills 

• Make My Voice Heard  

• Still Life 

Craft techniques Make art from recycled materials, create 

sculptures, print and create using a range of 

materials. Learn how to display and present 

work.  

• Formal Elements: Texture and Pattern: 

Playdough Printing  

• Art & Design Skills: Design: Optical Illusions  

Create mixed media art using found and reclaimed 

materials. Select materials for a purpose.  

• Formal Elements 

• Design For Purpose 

 

Create photomontages, make repeat patterns using 

printing techniques, create digital art and 3D sculptural 

forms.  

• Art & Design Skills: Craft  

• Still Life  

• Photography 

 

Colour Analyse and describe colour and painting 

techniques in artists work. Manipulate colour for 

print.  

• Art & Design Skills  

• Every Picture Tells a Story 

Select and mix more complex colours to depict 

thoughts and feelings.  

• Formal Elements  

• Every Picture Tells a Story  

• Design For Purpose 

Mix and apply colours to represent still life objects from 

observation. Express feelings and emotions through 

colour. Study colours used by Impressionist painters.  

• Art & Design Skills 

• Still Life 

Form Further develop their ability to describe 3D form in 

a range of materials, including drawing.  

• Art & Design Skills  

Further extend their ability to describe and model 

form in 3D using a range of materials.  

• Every Picture Tells a Story 

Express and articulate a personal message through 

sculpture. Analyse and study artists’ use of form.  

• Art & Design Skills 



  • Still Life 

Line Learn and apply symmetry to draw accurate 

shapes. Analyse and describe how artists use line 

in their work.  

• Art & Design Skills 

• Every Picture Tells a Story 

Extend and develop a greater understanding of 

applying expression when using line.  

• Every Picture Tells a Story 

• Design For Purpose 

 

Deepen knowledge and understanding of using line when 

drawing portraits. Develop greater skill and control. Study 

and apply the techniques of other artists.  

• Art & Design Skills  

• Make My Voice Heard 

• Still Life 

Tone  Use a variety of tones to create different effects. 

Understand tone in more depth to create 3D 

effects. Analyse and describe use of tone in artists’ 

work.  

• Art & Design Skills:  

• Every Picture Tells a Story 

Develop an increasing sophistication when using 

tone to describe objects when drawing. Analyse 

artists’ use of tone.  

• Every Picture Tells a Story  

• Formal Elements 

Develop an increasing sophistication when using tone to 

describe objects when drawing. Analyse artists’ use of 

tone.  

• Every Picture Tells a Story 

 • Formal Elements 

Key knowledge acquired throughout this unit Key skills acquired throughout this unit 

• I know shadows are formed by shining the light n an object.  

• I know a silhouette is the dark solid shape you can see when there is a 
bright light behind an object.  

• I know cartoons tell stories and do not always have to be funny.  

• I know how to alter tints and shade using the colours black and white.  

• I know tint is to make colour lighter.  

• I know shade is to make colour darker.  

• I know tone are the areas of dark and light in a painting or photograph. 
 

• Develop drawing skills by drawing from direct observation, applying and using geometry and 

tonal shading when drawing.  

• Use a range of drawing media. 

• Increase skill and control when painting.  

• Apply greater expression and creativity to own paintings. 

• Use materials such as paper weaving, tie dying, sewing and other craft skills to design and 

make products. 

• Increase awareness and understanding of mixing and applying colour, including use of 

natural pigments. Use aspects of colour such as tints and shades, for different purposes 

• Further develop their ability to describe 3D form in a range of materials, including drawing 

• Express and describe organic and geometric forms through different types of line. 

• Develop skill and control when using tone. 

Subject knowledge and teaching guidance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key Assessments 



• Can pupils blend colours smoothly from one tone to the next? 

• Can pupils develop their drawing using colour, texture and detail? 

• Can pupils mix paints to match tones of grey? 

• Can pupils use the materials provided to make a workable puppet? 

Artist Work Looked At  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key vocabulary and definitions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Medium Term Planning 



Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 
To draw cartoon characters, 
inspired in the style of other 
artists. 

To alter the tint and shade of 
a colour.  

To draw form observation.  To use different materials to 
make three-dimensional 
artwork. 

To use different materials to 
make three-dimensional 
artwork. 

To use different materials to 
make three-dimensional 
artwork. 



Year 3 – Spring 2 Unit 3 – Prehistoric art 

National Curriculum Objectives Covered 

• Create sketchbooks to record their observations and use them to review and revisit ideas 

• To know about great artists, craft makers and designers, and understand the historical and cultural development of their art forms 

• Develop their techniques, including their control and their use of materials, with creativity, experimentation and an increasing awareness of different kinds of art, craft and design 

• Improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing, painting and sculpture 

Cross Curricular Links 

• History - Learning about changes in Britain from Stone Age to Iron Age 

• Maths - draw 2-D shapes and make 3-D shapes using modelling materials; recognise 3-D shapes in different orientations and describe them 

Prior Learning 
 Year 1 Year 2 

Drawing Explore mark making, experiment with drawing lines and use 2D shapes 

to draw.  

• Formal Elements  

• Landscapes Lesson  
• Sculptures & Collages 

Explore drawing techniques, begin to apply tone to describe form, develop skill and control with a range of 

drawing materials.  

• Art & Design Skills 

• Human Form 
• Sculpture & Media 

Painting Develop skill and control when painting. Paint with expression.  

• Art & Design Skills: Painting: Colour Mixing  

• Landscapes using different media 

• Landscapes 

Further improve skill and control when painting. Paint with creativity and expression.  

• Art & Design Skills  

• Sculpture & Media 

Craft 
techniqu
es 

Learn a range of materials and techniques such as clay-etching, printing 

and collage.  

• Formal Elements 

• Art & Design Skills: Printing 

• Landscapes 

Use a range of materials to design and make products including craft, weaving, printmaking, sculpture and 

clay. 

• Art & Design Skills: Craft: Clay  

• Human Form 

• Sculpture & Media 

Colour Remember the primary colours and how to mix them to create 
secondary colours. Create shades of a colour and choose and 
justify colours for purpose.  
• Formal Elements 
• Art & Design Skills  

• Landscapes 

Mix, apply and refine colour mixing for purpose using wet and dry media. Describe their colour selections.  

• Formal Elements 

• Sculpture & Media 

 

Line Use, express and experiment with line for purpose, then use 
appropriate language to describe lines.  
• Formal Elements 

Draw lines with increased skill and confidence. Use line for expression when drawing portraits.  

• Sculpture & Media 

Texture Use materials to create textures.  

• Landscapes 

Identify and describe different textures. Select and use appropriate materials to create textures.  

• Formal Elements 

Creating 
original 
artwork 

Explore and create ideas for purposes and intentions.  

• Formal Elements 

• Art & Design Skills: Learning About Louis Wain 

Use artist sources to develop their own original artwork. Gaining inspiration for artwork from the natural 

world.  

• Art & Design Skills  

• Sculpture & Media 



By the end of this unit pupils will have had the opportunity to:  
Drawing Develop drawing skills by drawing from direct observation, applying and using geometry and tonal shading when drawing. Use a range of drawing media.  

Craft technique Use materials such as paper weaving, tie dying, sewing and other craft skills to design and make products.  

Painting Increase skill and control when painting. Apply greater expression and creativity to own paintings. 

Colour Increase awareness and understanding of mixing and applying colour, including use of natural pigments. Use aspects of colour such as tints and shades, for different purposes. 

Line Express and describe organic and geometric forms through different types of line. 

Texture Analyse and describe texture within artists’ work. 

Creating original 
artwork 

Create personal artwork using the artwork of others to stimulate them. 

Next Steps – Progression through the art curriculum 

 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 

Drawing Draw still life from observation and for 

mark making. Further develop 

understanding of geometry and 

mathematical proportion when drawing.  

• Formal Elements  

• Art & Design Skills 

 

Further develop drawing from observation. Draw 

using perspective, mathematical processes, design, 

detail and line.  

• Formal Elements  

• Art & Design Skills  

• Design For a Purpose 

 

Learn and apply new drawing techniques such as negative drawing, chiaroscuro, 

expression, sketching and still life.  

• Art & Design Skills  

• Make My Voice Heard  

• Still Life 

 

Painting Develop skill and control when painting. 

Paint with expression. Analyse painting by 

artists.  

• Art & Design Skills 

• Every Picture Tells a Story 

Control brush strokes and apply tints and shades 

when painting. Paint with greater skill and 

expression.  

• Formal Elements 

• Art & Design Skills 

Paint with greater skill and control, applying tonal techniques and more complex 

colour theory to own work.  

• Art & Design Skills 

• Make My Voice Heard  

• Still Life 
Craft techniques Make art from recycled materials, create 

sculptures, print and create using a range 

of materials. Learn how to display and 

present work.  

• Formal Elements: Texture and Pattern: 

Playdough Printing  

• Art & Design Skills: Design: Optical Illusions  

Create mixed media art using found and reclaimed 

materials. Select materials for a purpose.  

• Formal Elements 

• Design For Purpose 

 

Create photomontages, make repeat patterns using printing techniques, create 

digital art and 3D sculptural forms.  

• Art & Design Skills: Craft  

• Still Life  

• Photography 

 

Colour Analyse and describe colour and painting 

techniques in artists work. Manipulate 

colour for print.  

• Art & Design Skills  

• Every Picture Tells a Story 

Select and mix more complex colours to depict 

thoughts and feelings.  

• Formal Elements  

• Every Picture Tells a Story  

• Design For Purpose 

Mix and apply colours to represent still life objects from observation. Express 

feelings and emotions through colour. Study colours used by Impressionist painters.  

• Art & Design Skills 

• Still Life 

Line Learn and apply symmetry to draw 

accurate shapes. Analyse and describe how 

artists use line in their work.  

• Art & Design Skills 

• Every Picture Tells a Story 

Extend and develop a greater understanding of 

applying expression when using line.  

• Every Picture Tells a Story 

• Design For Purpose 

 

Deepen knowledge and understanding of using line when drawing portraits. Develop 

greater skill and control. Study and apply the techniques of other artists.  

• Art & Design Skills  

• Make My Voice Heard 

• Still Life 



Texture Use a range of materials to express complex 

textures. 

 • Formal Elements 

 • Every Picture Tells a Story 

Develop understanding of texture through practical 

making activities.  

• Every Picture Tells a Story 

 

Understand how artists manipulate materials to create texture.  

• Art & Design Skills: Craft 

• Still Life 

Creating original 
artwork 

Use literary sources to inspire art. Express 

thoughts and feelings through the tactile 

creation of art. Manipulate materials to 

achieve desired effects. Represent ideas 

from multiple perspectives.  

• Formal Elements: Texture and Pattern: 

Playdough Printing  

• Art & Design Skills: Design: Optical  

• Sculpture 

Express thoughts and feelings about familiar 

products. Design new architectural forms, design 

and invent new products, link artwork to literary 

sources. Create and invent for purposes.  

• Formal Elements 

• Art & Design Skills: Packaging Collage 1  

• Every Picture Tells a Story 

Develop personal, imaginative responses to a theme. Produce personal 

interpretations of cherished objects, show thoughts and feelings through pattern, 

create imaginative 3D forms to create meaning. Express ideas about art through 

messages, graphics, text and images.  

• Art & Design Skills: Craft: Zentangle Printing  

• Make My Voice Heard 

• Photography 

Key knowledge acquired throughout this unit Key skills acquired throughout this unit 

• I know charcoal is made from thin peeled willow twigs which are 
heated without oxygen. 

• I know crushed charcoal can be used to create different textures. 

• I know the earth colours which prehistoric people painted with 
were yellow, red and umber pigments.  

• I know early man created art to communicate 

• I know that prehistoric people painted with muted earth colours. 

• Develop drawing skills by drawing from direct observation, applying and using geometry and tonal shading when 

drawing.  

• Use a range of drawing media. 

• Increase skill and control when painting.  

• Apply greater expression and creativity to own paintings. 

• Use materials such as paper weaving, tie dying, sewing and other craft skills to design and make products. 

• Increase awareness and understanding of mixing and applying colour, including use of natural pigments. Use aspects 

of colour such as tints and shades, for different purposes 

• Further develop their ability to describe 3D form in a range of materials, including drawing 

• Express and describe organic and geometric forms through different types of line. 

• Develop skill and control when using tone. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key Assessments 

• Can pupils recongise the process involved in creating prehistoric art? 

• Can pupils create a large scale copy of a small sketch? 

• Can pupils use charcoal to recreate the style of cave art? 

• Can pupils mix colours using natural pigments? 

• Can pupils experiment with paint to create more complex and sophisticated composition?  

Key vocabulary and definitions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Medium Term Planning 

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 

To learn how 
prehistoric man 
made art.  

To apply and blend charcoal to 
create tone and texture.  

To experiment with the pigments in 
natural products to make different 
colours.  

To develop painting skills.  To work in small groups to create a piece of artwork.  



Year 3 – Summer 2 Unit 4 – Craft 

National Curriculum Objectives Covered 

• Develop their techniques, including their control and their use of materials, with creativity, experimentation and an increasing awareness of different kinds of art, craft and design 

• Create sketch books to record their observations and use them to review and revisit ideas 

• Improve their mastery of art and design techniques 

• Learn about great artists, architects and designers in history 

Cross Curricular Links 

• Maths - Compare and classify geometric shapes, including quadrilaterals and triangles, based on their properties and sizes 

• Maths - Identify lines of symmetry in 2D shapes presented in different orientations 

• Maths - Complete a simple symmetric figure with respect to a specific line of symmetry 
Prior Learning 
 Year 1 Year 2 

Craft 
techniqu
es 

Learn a range of materials and techniques such as clay-etching, printing 

and collage.  

• Formal Elements 

• Art & Design Skills: Printing 
• Landscapes 

Use a range of materials to design and make products including craft, weaving, printmaking, sculpture and 

clay. 

• Art & Design Skills: Craft: Clay  

• Human Form 
• Sculpture & Media 

Colour Remember the primary colours and how to mix them to create 
secondary colours. Create shades of a colour and choose and 
justify colours for purpose.  
• Formal Elements 
• Art & Design Skills  

• Landscapes 

Mix, apply and refine colour mixing for purpose using wet and dry media. Describe their colour selections.  

• Formal Elements 

• Sculpture & Media 

 

Pattern Understand patterns in nature, design and make patterns in a 
range of materials.  
• Art & Design Skills: Experimenting with Media  
• Sculptures & Collages: 

Learn a range of techniques to make repeating and non-repeating patterns. Identify natural and man-made 

patterns. Create patterns of their own.  

• Formal Elements 

 

Texture Use materials to create textures.  
• Landscapes 

Identify and describe different textures. Select and use appropriate materials to create textures.  

• Formal Elements 

By the end of this unit pupils will have had the opportunity to:  
Craft technique Use materials such as paper weaving, tie dying, sewing and other craft skills to design and make products.  

Colour Increase awareness and understanding of mixing and applying colour, including use of natural pigments. Use aspects of colour such as tints and shades, for different purposes. 

Pattern Construct a variety of patterns through craft methods. Further develop knowledge and understanding of pattern. 

Texture Analyse and describe texture within artists’ work. 

Progression through the art curriculum 

 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 

Craft techniques Make art from recycled materials, 

create sculptures, print and create 

Create mixed media art using found and reclaimed 

materials. Select materials for a purpose.  

Create photomontages, make repeat patterns using printing techniques, create 

digital art and 3D sculptural forms.  



using a range of materials. Learn 

how to display and present work.  

• Formal Elements: Texture and 

Pattern: Playdough Printing  

• Art & Design Skills: Design: Optical 

Illusions  

• Formal Elements 

• Design For Purpose 

 

• Art & Design Skills: Craft  

• Still Life  

• Photography 

 

Colour Analyse and describe colour and 

painting techniques in artists work. 

Manipulate colour for print.  

• Art & Design Skills  

• Every Picture Tells a Story 

Select and mix more complex colours to depict thoughts 

and feelings.  

• Formal Elements  

• Every Picture Tells a Story  

• Design For Purpose 

Mix and apply colours to represent still life objects from observation. Express 

feelings and emotions through colour. Study colours used by Impressionist 

painters.  

• Art & Design Skills 

• Still Life 

Pattern Create original designs for patterns 

using geometric repeating shapes. 

Analyse and describe how other 

artists use pattern.  

• Formal Elements: Pattern and 

Texture: Playdough Printing  

• Every Picture Tells a Story 

Construct patterns through various methods to develop their 

understanding.  

• Every Picture Tells a Story  

• Formal Elements 

 

Represent feelings and emotions through patterns. Create sophisticated artwork 

using their knowledge of pattern.  

• Art & Design Skills 

 

Texture Use a range of materials to express 

complex textures. 

 • Formal Elements 

 • Every Picture Tells a Story 

Develop understanding of texture through practical making 

activities.  

• Every Picture Tells a Story 

 

Understand how artists manipulate materials to create texture.  

• Art & Design Skills: Craft 

• Still Life 

Key knowledge acquired throughout this unit Key skills acquired throughout this unit 

• I know the process of tie-dying.   

• I know what a mood board is.  

• I know what the wrap and weft are in paper weaving.  

• I know how to weave.  

• Develop drawing skills by drawing from direct observation, applying and using geometry and tonal shading when 

drawing.  

• Use a range of drawing media. 

• Increase skill and control when painting.  

• Apply greater expression and creativity to own paintings. 

• Use materials such as paper weaving, tie dying, sewing and other craft skills to design and make products. 

• Increase awareness and understanding of mixing and applying colour, including use of natural pigments. Use aspects 

of colour such as tints and shades, for different purposes 

• Further develop their ability to describe 3D form in a range of materials, including drawing 

• Express and describe organic and geometric forms through different types of line. 

• Develop skill and control when using tone. 

Subject knowledge and teacher guidance 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Artist Work Looked At  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key Assessments 

• Can pupils create a mood board using their own ideas? 

• Can pupils use their mood board to influence their choices when forming other artwork? 

• Can pupils sew accurately using a running stitch? 

Key vocabulary and definitions 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Medium Term Planning 

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 
To create a mood 
board. 

To create tie-dyed material. To create a piece of art using paper 
weaving.  

To weave using different materials. To sew designs onto a t-shirt to personalize it.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


